Hollen, James, EMNRD
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roth, Daniela, EMNRD
Friday, February 27, 2015 4:01 PM
Holien, James, EMNRD
RE: Request for review and comments, for the application for revision, Cobre Mine
(Permit No. GROO2RE, Revision 15-1)

Dear James Hollen
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to review and comment on the permit revisions and the updated closeout plan
for the Freeport-McMoRan Copper and Gold, Cobre Mining Company in Grant County, New Mexico (Permit No.
GROO2RE, Revision 15-1). I do not anticipate any impacts to state listed endangered plant species from the revisions or
closeout plan as described. However, I highly recommend the development and inclusion of a weed management plan
to address the management and eradication of invasive species once reclamation has taken place.
Please let me know if I can be of further help.

Sincerely,

Daniela Roth
BOTANY PROGRAM COORDINATOR
EMNRD-Forestry Division
1220 S. St. Francis Dr.
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505)476-3347 (Phone)
(505)476-3330 (Fax)
http://www.emnrd.state.nm.us/SFD/
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I.

Hollen, James, EMNRD
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Myers, Kevin, OSE
Monday, March 16, 2015 11:56 AM
Hollen, James, EMNRD
Continental Mine GROO2RE Mod 15-1

James,
On February 24, 2015, the Hydrology Bureau of the New Mexico Office of the State Engineer (NMOSE) received from
MMD a request for review and comment on an updated closeout plan for the Revision 15-1 of Permit No. GROO2RE,
Continental Mine (Revision). Operated by the Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold Continental Mining Inc., the
Continental Mine is located in Grant County. The mine is north of the highway 152 and about 2 miles north of Hanover.
The Revision consists of a updated closure/closeout plan dated December 2014 (Updated CCP). The Updated CCP was
prepared by Telesto Solutions Incorporated (Telesto). NMOSE has reviewed the Revision and has the following
comments.
1.

nd
2
bulleted item. Continental Pit a Hydrologic Sink. The Updated CCP indicates that the
Page 5, Section 1.3.3,
Continental Pit will function as an evaporatative sink. Stage 1 Abatement Plan (2005), and Stage 1 Abatement
Report (2011) pIus an updated groundwater study in 2008 by Telesto identified the Continental Pit as a
hydrologic sink. The 2008 study constructed a 37-layer groundwater flow model with 12 material properties for
geologic units or structures. Overall, the Updated CCP may overstate the evaporation associated with pit lake
and Barringer fault as an barrier to flow. Based on the results of the groundwater flow model and depiction of
potentiometric surface, the conceptual model may need some reconsideration and clarification. Specifically, the
following points are made from reviewing portions of supporting documents for Updated CCP:
A. The evaporative losses may be overestimated in Supplemental Groundwater Study (Telesto October 2008,
page 4 and Table 2-1) or Dynamic Systems Model (DSM) by using the lake evaporation of 55.8 inches per
year. This estimate includes adjustment of the Chino Mine pan evaporation by multiplying by
0.7. Referencing the SCS 1972 map for gross lake evaporation, the estimate would be 45 inches per
year. These estimates do not include the rainfall, which would decrease the effect of potential evaporation
mentioned in Section 10.1.2 (Telesto October 2008, pages 48-49, test for flow-through conditions) to a net
evaporation. Section 6.7.1 (Telesto October 2008, page 29), the aerial recharge was limited to
approximately 2.7 to 5.7 percent of mean annual precipitation. A net evapotranspiration (ET) is mentioned
for the groundwater flow model (Section 6.7.2), yet ET may not be the appropriate parameter for the pit
area. Thus, for the DSM of the pit area or other pit lake estimates, a net evaporation should be considered
for estimating pit lake elevation.
B. The 1990s dewatering rate may underestimate inflow to the re-pressurized hydrologic system. The 19931997 estimates of 119.6 to 150.6 gpm (.Telesto October 2008, Section 5.4.1, page 21) for annual dewatering
rates of Continental underground mine workings may underestimate because of decades of dewatering that
preceded 1993-1997 rates. After additional adjustments based on other underground seeps from the
1990s, the range of pit inflow became 119 to 178 gpm. During calibration (Sectin 7.3.3, Telesto October
2008), certain model parameters were adjusted so the simulated mine inflow rate of 183.5 gpm was within
or near the target range of 119 to 178 gpm. Relatively small changes for the pit inflow would affect the size
of the pit lake. Provide an estimate of uncertainty for the pit inflow amount.
C. Barringer Fault is characterized as a low permeability barrier (Section 5.2.6, Telesto October 2008, page
18). Figure 5.1 (Telesto October 2008) suggest a partial flow-through or recharge zone on the south side of
the Continental pit that flows southeast. Section 5.2.6 (October 2008 Telesto) cites the TH-98-5 test hole
24-hour aquifer test as another basis for low hydraulic conductivity could be related to the fault zone
without ruling out other features that may show a similar response. In Table 7.1 and Section 7.2 (page 38,
Telesto October 2008) for calibration purposes, the initial value of hydraulic conductivity for the Barringer
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Fault were lowered three orders of magnitude from field measurements. Figures 14 and 15 (Updated CCP)
show groundwater flow across Barringer Fault. Equipotential lines are widely and narrowly spaced on either
side of fault. Overall, without consideration for underground mine workings that may provide hydraulic
connections, the entire length of the Barringer Fault appears to have variable properties rather than simply
a low permeability feature.
D. If the Barringer Fault is conceptualized as a low permeability barrier to ground water flow along its entire
length, the fault cuts Continental Pit, such that a pit lake would straddle the fault. So, some explanation
would be required why no leakage would occur from the part of pit lake that may form south of the
Barrringer Fault.
E. Note that Continental Pit bottom elevation cited as 6,725 feet (Section 5.3.5, page 20, Telesto October 2008)
is incorrect, and 6,275 feet is correct (page 49, Section 10.1.2, Telesto October 2008). Figure 6 from
Updated CCP show Continental Pit bottom at approximately 6,275 feet.
Table 8; Figure 13; Figure 14; Figure 15; Section 9.1 Appendix B; Table B.3; Table 8.5; Wells-Stockpile
Worksheet #15; Wells-Stockpile Worksheet #17; Wells-Stockpile Worksheet #18;Appendix B.2.7; Table 2Appendix B.3; Cost estimate for wells addresses 7 wells for monitoring to be plugged at the end of 99
years. Cost estimate should address final disposition (i.e., plugged, continued use, frequency of replacement) of
entire 40-well network.
3. Appendix C Water Management worksheet#2. Two of seven wells are listed as incterceptor wells for
sampling. Pumping wells may need replacement during Updated CCP’s 99-year post mining period for this cost
estimate.
4. Section 5.1.3, page 29 & 33; Table 3; Reclamation Drawing Sheet 10 and Table C-i. As indicated in Updated CCP,
surface water features have been and will be created by mining of the Continental Pit and the Hanover
Pit. These surface water features may need permits pursuant to 19.26.2.15 NMAC (excerpt of regulations cited
below) for non jurisdictional structure as an excavation that fills with water. The timing of the permits may
depend on when pit lake forms. Also, some of the other impoundments listed in Table 3 may need permits
pursuant to 19.26.2.15 NMAC. Applicant should contact NMOSE Distrct 3 (Deming) for permitting, if necessary,
of non jurisdictional impoundments:

2.

—

—

19.26.2.15
PONDS AND OTHER IMPOUNDMENTS: A permit is required to capture or store
surface water in an impoundment. An application to capture and store surface water shall be filed pursuant
to 19.26.2.10 NMAC or 19.26.2.11 NMAC unless the impoundment of water is authorized as a livestock
watering impoundment under 19.26.2. 14 NMAC. A permit to appropriate water is required for an
impoundment created by constructed works, sand and gravel operations, or mining operations, including
excavations that fill with water. Dams exceeding 10 feet in height or that can store in excess of 10 acre-feet
shall meet the requirements of 19.25.12 NMAC.
Form content: An application for an impoundment shall be filed pursuant to the
A.
requirements of 19.26.2.10 NMAC or 19.26.2.11 NMAC. In addition to the information required for an
application filed under 19.26.2.10 NMAC or 19.26.2.11 NIvIAC, an application for a pond or other
impoundment shall also include: the name of the proposed impoundment, the location of the impoundment
using public land survey system, latitude and longitude, or the New Mexico state plane coordinate system,
the maximum depth of the impoundment, the perimeter of the impoundment, the maximum surface area,
the estimation of annual evaporative losses, the slope(s) of the interior basin, the outlet conduit size and
slope, a table showing the stage, surface area and storage capacity of the impoundment, and the time to
empty the impoundment.
B.
Flood control: No permit to appropriate water is required for an impoundment when
the primary purpose of the impoundment is flood control, provided the outlet drains the impoundment
(from the spiliway crest) in 96 hours. The water shall not be detained in the impoundment in excess of 96
hours unless the state engineer has issued a waiver to the owner of the impoundment.
[19.26.2.15 NMAC N, 1/31/2005]
-

-

If you have question about the above, contact me.
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Kevin Myers, Hydrologist
Hydrology Bureau NM OSE
P.O. Box 25102
Santa Fe, NM 87504-5102
Ph: (505) 476-7402
Fax: (505) 476-0220
-

http://www.ose.state.nm.us/
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White Mountain Apache Tribe
Office of Historic Preservatioia
P0 Box 1032
Fort Apache, AZ 85926
Ph: (928) 338-3033 Fax: (928) 338-6055

To:

James Hollen, New Mexico Mining and Minerals Division

Date:

March 03, 2015

Re:

Application for Revision 15-1, Continental Mine, Freeport McMoRan & Gold, Cobre
Mining Company Permit No. GROO2RE

The White Mountain Apache Tribe Historic Preservation Office appreciates receiving
information on the proposed project, February 24. 2015 In regards to this, please attend to the
following checked items below.
.

There is no need to send additional information unless project planning or iinpleinentatioii
results in the discovery ofsites and/or items having knowii or suspected Apache Cultural
affiliation.

N/A The proposed project is located within an area of probable cultural or historical
importance to the White Mountain Apache tribe (WMAT). As part of the effort to identify
historical properties that maybe affected by the project we recommend an ethno-historic study
and interviews with Apache Elders. The tribe’s Cultural Heritage Resource Director Mr.
Rainon Riley may be contacted at (928) 338-3033 for further information should this become
necessary.
-

Please refer to the attached additional notes in regards to the proposed project:
We have received and reviewed information regarding the above “Request to Revise Permit
GROO2RE to Return to Operating Status”, located near Fierro, in Grant County, New Mexico,
and we have determine the proposed plans will not have an impact on the White Mountain
Apache tribe’s (WIVIAT) historic and/or traditional cultural properties. Regardless, any/all
ground disturbing activities should be monitored ifthere are reasons to believe that there are
human remains and/or funerary objects are present, and if such remains and/or objects are
encountered they shall be treated with respect and handled accordingly until such remains are
repatriated to the affiliated tribe.
Thank you. We look forward to continued collaborations in the protection and preservation of
place of cultural and historical significance.
Sincerely,

A1arA 7 4ltztha’ 7WPc’
-

White Mountain Apache Tribe
Historic Preservation Office
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March 6, 2015
Fernando Martinez, Director, Mining and Minerals Division
Attention: James Hollen
New Mexico Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department
1220 South St. Francis Drive
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Re: Application for Revision 15-1, Continental Mine, Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold, Cobre Mining
Company Permit No GROO2RE

Dear Mr. Martinez,
This letter is in response to your correspondence dated February 24, 2015, regarding an
Application for Revision 15-1, Retum to Operating Status, from Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold,
Cobre Mining Company, Permit No GROO2RE, in Grant County. The Hopi Tribe claims cultural
affiliation to earlier identifiable cultural groups in New Mexico. The Hopi Cultural Preservation Office
supports identification and avoidance of prehistoric archaeological sites and Traditional Cultural
Properties, and we consider the archaeological sites that are habitations of our ancestors to be “footprints”
and Hopi Traditional Cultural Properties. Therefore, we appreciate your continuing solicitation of our
input and your efforts to address our concerns.
As we stated in the enclosed letter dated October 14, 2014, the Hopi Cultural Preservation Office
is interested in consulting on any proposal in New Mexico with the potential to adversely affect
prehistoric sites. We are not aware of any Hopi Traditional Cultural Properties in this project area.
However, to enable us to determine if this application may affect cultural resources significant to the Hopi
Tribe, please provide us with a copy of the cultural resources survey of the area of potential effect for
review and comment. If prehistoric cultural resources are identified and will be adversely affected by
project activities, we request continuing consultation on this proposal including being provided with a
copy of any proposed treatment plans for review and comment.
Should you have any questions or need additidif
tmorgarthopi.nsn.us. Thank again you for your cc

please contact Terry Morgart at

Kuwanwisiwma, Director
Cultural Preservation Office
xc: New Mexico State Historic Preservation Office

P.O. Box 123

KYKOTSMOVI, AZ 86039

(928) 734-3000

Fred S. Vallo, Sr., Governor

25 Pinsbaarj Drive

Robert MoQuino, 1st Lt. Governor

F 0. Box 309
Aco,na, )VM 87034

Kurt Riley, 2ndLt. Governor

Telephone: (505)552-6604

Jonathan Sbus, Tribal Secretary

Fax: (505552-7204

Christopher J. Garcia, Tribal Interpreter

PUEBLO OF ACOMA
March 12, 2015

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

FEEv ED
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By e-mail:fernando.martinez@state.nm.us: original to follow by US Mail
Fernando Martinez, Director
Mining and Minerals Division
New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department
1220 South St. Francis Drive
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Re:

Request for Consultation, Application for Revision 15-1, Continental Mine,
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold, Cobre Mining Company, Permit No. GROO2RE

Dear Director Martinez,
Acoma accepts your invitation to engage in government-to-government consultation on the amended
application for Revision 15-ito the Continental Mine Permit No. GR0O2RE. While this project is located
outside the Acoma Culture Province, the area of exclusive Acoma Aboriginal Title lands, Acoma has
many ties to the south in the vicinity of proposed mine site. The consultation must be in person to discuss
sensitive issues surrounding the Pueblo of Acoma cultural resources that may be affected by the
application. Acoma is happy to host the consultation, or, if necessary, to travel to your offices in Santa Fe,
or Chestnut Law Office, PA, in Albuquerque. Please contact Ann Rodger, Attorney at (505) 842-5864
when you and other agency representatives would be available for this consultation.
Sincerely,
PUEBLO OF ACOMA

Fred S. Vallo, Sr.
Governor

cc by e-mail:

Holland Shepherd: holland.shepherdstate.nm.us
James Hollen: james.hollen@state.nm.us
td
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Lt. Governor Kurt Riley: 2nd_It@puebloofacoma.org
Tribal Interpreter Chris Garcia: interpreter@puebloofacoma.org
Franklin Martinez, Director Realty and Natural Resources: fmartinezpuebloofacoma.org
Damian R. Garcia, Historic Preservation Office: drgarcia(ipuebloofacoma.org
Ann Berkley Rodgers, CLO: abr(chestnut1aw.com

	
  

April 27, 2015
James Hollen
Mining and Minerals Division/Mining Act Reclamation Program
1220 South St. Francis Dr.
Santa Fe, NM 87505
RE: Comments on Cobre Mining Company 2014 Continental Mine Closure/Closeout Plan
Update, GR002RE Revision 15-1
Dear Mr. Hollen:
On behalf of the Gila Resources Information Project (GRIP), I am submitting comments on the
Cobre Mining Company 2014 Continental Mine Closure/Closeout Plan (CCP) Update for permit
GR002RE Revision 15-1.
A review of the Updated CCP (2014), the Stage 1 Ground Water Abatement Plan, including the
2005 Addendum and the 2011 Interim Stage 1 Abatement Plan, revealed several issues of longterm concern to GRIP.
EOY 2019 Mine Configuration
1. Please clarify that EOY 2019 planned configuration will in fact be the “year with the greatest
area of disturbance requiring reclamation.” Cobre is unlikely to begin operations in 2016, so
it doesn’t seem possible that EOY2019 will really be the year with the greatest area of
disturbance.
Main Tailings Impoundment
1. The CCP states on p. 13 “Tailings samples have been classified as Not Potentiallly-Acid
Generating (NPAG). GR002RE approves the upper foot of tailings material for use in a
three-foot thick cover.” Have test plots proven that tailings materials is an adequate cover
material for reclamation? Has MMD approved this tailings material as cover for
closure/closeout reclamation of the MTI?
Continental Pit
1. Nowhere in any of the CCP documents is the final depth of the pit lake estimated. An
estimate of 190.1 years is given for the lake to reach “equilibrium hydrologic conditions”
305A	
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which is then contradicted in the text cited from Condition 85 stating that “… there is a
chance that after filling for over 200 years the pit water level (as predicted) would reach the
elevation of the drift to the historical Union Hill/Republic Underground Workings. If this
were to occur, then the drift would have to be plugged for the pit to remain a terminal sink.”
The predicted final elevation of the Continental Pit Lake should be provided in the CCP.
2. The water quality predicted for the Continental Pit Lake “…is expected to have a nearneutral pH (7.0) and a chemical composition dominated by calcium and bicarbonate. Metal
concentrations are predicted to be low as a result of the near-neutral pH.” However, the
2011 report states that, “Selenium is the only constituent that is predicted to be out of
compliance with NMED surface water regulations for wildlife use within the 300-year
simulation period.” This is not unexpected because selenium, an amphoteric element, is
soluble at both low and high pH. Given that the pit lake will act as wildlife habitat for
migrating waterfowl, selenium in the water will pose a hazard to any birds or other wildlife
drinking pit lake water.
	
  

3. Continuing the discussion above, a pit lake will become an “attractive nuisance” to wildlife,
particularly migratory waterfowl. Over time, other wildlife (coyote, deer, rabbits, small
mammals) can be expected to breach the chain-link fences around the pit and drink pit water.
What are other methods that could be implemented to prevent wildlife from accessing the pit
lake and drinking potentially hazardous pit lake water?
	
  

4. Allowing the formation of a “terminal sink pit lake” is irresponsible environmental
management. According to the CCP, Cobre has no plans to pump and treat water in the
Continental Pit and has applied for and received a waiver to be exempted from meeting
NMAC 20.66.2.3103 water quality standards in the pit lake as well as an exemption from
creating an SSE (Self-Sustaining Ecosystem) at the pit.
	
  

5. Finally, allowing a pit lake to form in a desert environment is a waste of valuable
groundwater. No estimates are provided as to the final volume of water in the Continental
Pit Lake, but we can assume that hundreds of millions of gallons of MIW (Mine Influenced
Waters) will end up in the pit lake, with evaporation or the poisoning an occasional bird or
deer its only function. Were options analyzed for preventing a pit lake from forming?
	
  

6. What is the possibility that rising water in the Continental Pit will reach the level of the
Union Hill/Republic adit and flood additional underground workings? Is it possible that
water from the Continental Pit will flow into the bottom of the Hanover Mountain pit at the
6700’ MSL elevation?
Other Facilities
1. Section 3.1.5 on page 15 of the CCP provides conflicting information regarding availability
of suitable cover material for “other stockpiles.” “The principal finding of the borrow
materials investigation was that traditional topsoil resources were limited in the vicinity of
the Continental Mine. Area soils found were considered marginally suitable, mainly because
they are shallow and/or occur on steep slopes. Salvaging and stockpiling identified the
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limited topsoil resources within the footprints of planned facility expansions is included in
the plan, where practicable.” But yet that section concludes by stating, “There are adequate
volumes of reclamation cover material at the Continental Mine for all existing and planned
operations.” Cobre should clarify these contradictory statements. Is there or isn’t there
sufficient cover material for stockpiles?
Hanover Mountain
1. In the Updated 2014 CCP, Sheet 10 (Hanover Mountain deposit reclaimed post end of year
2019 mining) shows that the lowest elevation to be mined on Hanover Mountain will be 6700
feet MSL on the southeast flank of the mountain. Cross section A-A’ shows a series of
benches surrounding this low point, and plan views of the Hanover deposit show that the
Cobre Haul Road (CHR) will exit the mountain just south of this low point. The Description
of Planned Mining Facilities section of the CCP indicates that stormwater will be contained
within the Hanover Mountain excavation area at EOY 2019.
Unless stormwater is pumped from this low point, a small pit lake will form at the 6700 foot
level on Hanover Mountain upon completion of mining, even if mining does not intercept the
water table.
This issue needs clarification to guarantee that a second pit lake does not form when mining
of the Hanover Mountain deposit is finished.
2. Will stormwater be pumped out of the 6700 foot level to a pond? Will stormwater be
directed into Grape Gulch?
3. What is the highest water level predicted for the Continental Pit lake when it achieves
hydrologic equilibrium? From Figure 12-A (Generalized Geology) it appears that both the
Continental Pit and Hanover Mountain are on the downthrown side of the Barringer Fault. If
the “equilibrium” water level is above 6700 feet MSL, will there be an impact on the bottom
of the Hanover Mountain excavation from groundwater flooding?
	
  

4. From the information provided, it appears that a second pit lake will form in the bottom of
the Hanover Mountain excavation, even if it is only seasonal.
	
  

5. The exposed rock material in the Hanover Mountain excavation will be Colorado Shale,
which as noted elsewhere, contains sulfide minerals and is not buffered by alkalinity from
carbonate rocks. Consequently, one would expect the water quality of any “pit lake” forming
at the Hanover Mountain excavation to be poor, with low pH values and elevated levels of
Mn, SO4, TDS, Zn, and Se.
Standby Status
1. After a century of intermittent mining, Cobre is a marginally economic ore deposit. Given the
current (April 2015) economic conditions (the price of copper is down 40% since 2011 and
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down 30% over the last 9 months) and the prospects for a continued depressed copper
market, FMI stated at a recent Community Partnership meeting, that Cobre is unlikely to
reopen in 2016 despite its application to come off of standby status. Cobre is nearing the end
of its 20 years on standby status and GRIP is very concerned about the possibility of FMI
walking away from the Cobre mine without reclaiming the mine site. If no mining occurs at
Cobre by the end of this 20-year period, FMI should be required to implement all elements of
the Cobre Closure/Closeout Plan according to the schedule specified in the CCP.
Reclamation Performance Objectives
1. Fugitive dust should be included as a performance objective for stockpiles on p. 28.
2. Stockpile Cover and Revegetation discussion on p. 29 is missing mention of cover thickness
and revegetation.
3. Hanover Mountain Deposit Cover and Revegation discussion on p. 30 is missing any
mention of revegetation.
Cover Design and Materials
1. Discussion on p. 31 indicates that soils, non-acid generating OB, carbonate rock, tailings and
leach cap materials are adequate sources of cover for areas disturbed by mining activities.
Has MMD approved these materials as cover?
Post-mining Land Use Designation
1. First paragraph in discussion of Industrial PMLU on page 35 seems to be incomplete.
Sentence is cut off.
Revegetation Success Guidelines
1. Discussion on p. 37 states that highwalls of the Hanover Mountain deposit provide valuable
wildlife habitat. In what way? This is an assertion that is not backed up by any evidence.
Thank you for consideration of our comments.

Sincerely,

Allyson Siwik
Executive Director
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